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Figure 2
Team members completing the assessment survey: (Photo) Ian Cundy
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Figure 3
Survey being preformed by Ira and Trenton: (Photo) Ian Cundy
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Introduction:
This personal project was undertaken in order to practice archaeological survey and recording
skills, and to produce a monograph acceptable as a NAS Part 2. The project was also undertaken
as a threat assessment of the Flying Cloud and will be used as the basis for further research and
preservation of the site. The remains are located in Glen Arbor Michigan, just off the eastern
shoreline of Sleeping Bear Bay.
Project participants:
Project directors: Ira Breskin/Trenton Zylstra (principal investigators);
Archaeology Supervisors Ira Breskin
Recorder: Kara McDonald
Health and Safety: Ira Breskin
Other survey team members:
Ian Cundy, Dr. Mark Holley; Nancy Jaroh and Circe Wilson.
The goal of the project was to demonstrate the ability to draft and execute a program plan that
will include a site survey and project rendering. Ideally, the project will be used to gain a
better understanding of Flying Cloud’s construction, operating history and demise. Ultimately it
will be used as a threat assessment, as what remains of the Flying Cloud is being pounded by
waves along the Lake Michigan shoreline, near to, Port Oneida.
Key aim: To document the nature and extent of the remains of the Flying Cloud.
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Location of the remains of the Flying Cloud
44°56'45.84"N
85°56'54.26"W

Figure 4: Map of the United States

Figure 5: Map of Michigan
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Figure 6: Map of Northwest Michigan

Figure 7: Map of Sleeping Bear Bay (Left) and Good Harbor Bay (Right)
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Figure 8: Map of Port Oneida

Figure 9: Map of Flying Cloud Site
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History of the site:
The remains of the Flying Cloud have been beached along the Glen Arbor, MI shore since the
vessel wrecked nearby on October 29, 1892.
What is remarkable is the Flying Cloud’s extraordinary staying power, both as a prosaic
operating vessel and as a historic wreck. “The FLYING CLOUD was a schooner which far
exceeded the normal life span of a wood vessel,” says Steven Harold, in Shipwrecks of Sleeping
Bear (18).
Completing her 38th season on the Great Lakes, the Flying Cloud broke apart after she was
thrown against rocks during a storm near Glen Arbor, MI., just north of what would later be
designed the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore. The crew survived unharmed.
In fact, the Flying Cloud—a wooden, two‐masted schooner, is one of about a dozen wrecks
listed in a diver’s guide to the Manitou Passage Underwater Preserve (A Diver’s Guide, 21).
The Flying Cloud loaded cargo in Chicago in late October 1892 and was bound for Good Harbor,
MI, according to the C. Patrick Labadie collection notes. After entering the Manitou Passage,
Edward Comerford, the Flying Cloud’s master and owner, anchored the Flying Cloud in Sleeping
Bear Bay to wait out a storm before docking; (Harold, 21).
However, the vessel was driven onto a rocky shore near Glen Arbor during a gale after dragging
her anchors; and broke up in place. The crew reached the shore safely.
The same storm claimed two other ships: the steamer W.H. Gilcher and the schooner Ostrich in
the Manitou Island area. (Farrant, 4‐23)
Curiously, the Flying Cloud wreck merited a small article in the Nov. 2, 1892 edition of The New
York Times (see Appendix IV), probably because of her New York State heritage. According to
the Times, she carried 18,000 bushels (288 Tons) of oats, valued at $6,500. She was insured for
$8,000 with P.H. Fleming of Chicago.
Salvage efforts, by a wrecker and residents from Port Oneida, were unsuccessful because crews
could not dry out the grain. (Farrant, 4‐23)
Coincidently, Comerford’s sailing career matched the Flying Cloud’s, at least in duration. He
retired after losing the Flying Cloud. Moreover, he began sailing the Great Lakes in 1852, the
year that the Flying Cloud was launched. (History of the Great Lakes.)
According to the Great Lakes Maritime Data, the Flying Cloud was built and enrolled/ registered
in 1852 in Clayton, NY, along the St. Lawrence Seaway. The vessel was 124 feet LOA, with a
beam of 25.5 feet and a draft of 11.5 feet. Tonnage (old style) is listed as 367 tons.
In 1889, the Flying Cloud’s registration lists gross tonnage of 255.75 and 242.97 net tons.
(Logically, the Flying Cloud’s named homeport in 1889 is Chicago, where owner Comerford was
based)
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Other 1889 dimensions are slightly larger than the original ones, likely because the Flying Cloud
was modified and underwent extensive repairs during her long working life. (List of Merchant
Vessels of the US, 1889).
The Great Lakes Maritime Database lists John Oades as the Flying Cloud’s builder (he built
about two dozen schooners in Clayton beginning in 1841) for original owner H. Esselstyn et all.
Database entries related to the Flying Cloud are a testament to its extraordinarily long, but
nondescript sailing record. Several accidents/groundings, modifications and ownership
changes are listed. In fact, the schooner was twice declared a total loss, in 1857 and 1870.
(Farrant, 4‐23)
What is significant is the Flying Cloud’s owner‘s prudent decision to continually operate and
upgrade a non‐descript vessel that provided, at minimum, adequate financial return, well
beyond her design life. In fact the Flying Cloud, and her sister vessels, provided essential
service by continually delivering the vital raw material and finished goods to consignees.
It is such yeoman‐like continual service that allowed the Flying Cloud’s customers, and
consequently the regional and national economy, to remain competitive and viable.

Figure 10
A schooner similar in type to the Flying Cloud: (photo) shipwreckworld.com
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Survey diary and Methodology: (Field Notes)

‐July 20, 2014
Gathered at Northwestern Michigan College (NMC) to sort equipment at about 1 pm.
Drove to the site from NMC. Took Route 22 north from Glen Arbor, after approximately 3.5
miles, turned north on Pyramid Point Road and then traveled West on Lane Rd, parking in
the cul‐de‐sac above beach. Descended a wooden stairway to the beach and then walked
300 yards southwest to the site.
‐Arrived at the site at 2pm.
Weather conditions good. Wave action modest.
‐Determined that the wreck was in approximately chest high water and put on chest high
waders to carry out the survey.
‐Determined that the Total Station would offer the best results.
‐ Inspected the site to find the best location to position the Total Station and found a spot
about 100 feet from the wreckage, directly in front of the same. Marked this beach site with
a stone triangle, should a revisit be required.
‐Used a tape measure to record the lengths of 8 pairs of square frames working from a
northeast to southwest orientation.
‐Used the Total Station to fix the position of each frame in a south/north pattern. Position
was taken from the middle end of each frame.
‐Also took Total Station positions (at the Northeastern most point) of six perpendicular
planks that ran below the frames (and were largely submerged under sand along the X‐axis
Figure 10) Also used the Total Station to measure the length/width of two cross
section/place holder void planks (ideally illustrating the spacing between frame pairs) in
front of southwest perpendicular frames. This was done to establish the void space and
pitch between the pairs (Y‐axis. Figure 10)
Finally, measured/photographed two pieces of wreckage on the beach near the wreck site.
Work concluded before 7 pm and we enjoyed dinner at a restaurant in Empire, M.I on the
way back to Traverse City.
SURVEY EQUIPMENT: Total Station; at least three tape measures; ruler/measuring stick, to
be included in photographs for relative distance; survey forms; first aid kit (Kept in car)
Arrival at site was expected by 2 pm July 20; (arrival was at 3 pm). Constraints were
daylight (about 7 hours) and wind/weather conditions and resultant wave action.
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Site analysis:

The wreck site lies off the beach in Sleeping Bear harbor in shallow water. The beach has a
short clear stretch of sand with a longer stretch of dune grass backed by a forested hill as
shown in figure 11 below.

The site contained one large section, of what appears to be, upper hull from around the middle
of the ship with the frames facing the sky and the outer hall planking on the sand. There were
also two boards, possibly parts of the Flying Cloud, near the site as shown in appendix 14.
Artifacts and pictures are shown on the page 13; they are figures 12 and 15 respectively.

Conditions at the site were a mild wind, relatively calm but cold water and clear skies.

Figure 11
Trenton, Nancy and Ira positioning prism for total station: (Photo) Ian Cundy
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Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15
All photos credited to Ian Cundy
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Pictures of the submerged wreck of the Flying Cloud: (Photo) Ian Cundy
Figure 16
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Conclusions and Recommendations:

This 122‐year‐old wreck is significant because it has endured, in spite of modest degradation
that can be measured over the past 40 years. (See 1988 and 1993 renderings, Appendix 7 and
8) What remains are 16 of the 24 cant frames shown in a 1993 drawing. Also most of the
heavy longitudinal timbers, that lay under the frames, have eroded away or been covered by
sand overburden.
Such degradation isn’t surprising given that the wreck currently sits in 4 feet of water, 20 feet
from the water lie. In 2014, it has been subject to wave action caused by the modest rise in
Lake Michigan water levels of 2 inches.
The site was surveyed using a Leica TS11 Total Station. This survey provides highly accurate
positional data. The data generated will provide a baseline, to be used to monitor the Flying
Cloud’s status over time. Ideally, this will be used for future monitoring surveys by the Nautical
Archaeology Society Program at Northwestern Michigan College.
On a personal level, the field exercise gave Ira Breskin invaluable experience in selecting,
surveying and studying nautical archaeology sites. He plans to incorporate this experience into
classroom presentations at the State University of New York Maritime College, where he is a
senior lecturer. Breskin teaches American commercial maritime history at the college. The
Flying Cloud was particularly meaningful to Breskin given its local (to him) provenance: a New
York state built vessel that engaged in the Great Lakes trade that he studies. Breskin hopes to
present a paper on the wreck’s history at the 2016 meeting of the North American Society of
Oceanic History. For co‐collaborator Trenton Zylstra, the project enhanced his moderate and
growing nautical archaeology field experience. Zylstra, about to begin his freshman year at
Northwestern Michigan College, already has a disproportionate amount of fieldwork
experience for a rising college freshman. Not surprisingly, he plans to study nautical
archaeology this fall at NMC and this project greatly expands his knowledge base.
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Future of Research:
Ideally further and more detailed survey work should be completed at the site, to document
the wreck’s continued and further decline. Moreover, contact could be made with interested
parties in Clayton, NY, where the Flying Cloud was built, to generate further interest.
Publication and dissemination results would catalog and preserve the Flying Cloud’s legacy.

Figure 17
Dr. Holley and Circe Wilson operating the total station: (Photo) Ian Cundy
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Total station survey of the wreck including the waterline and
board possibly from the ship found on the beach 2014

Appendix X

Total station survey of the wreck site. Lines are frames (the ribs of the ship) 2014
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Appendix XI
Project Plan
Breskin/Zylstra Project Plan

Aim: to generate measurements that can be used to create a site plan and rendering of wreck
Flying Cloud.

Objective: To demonstrate the ability to draft and execute a program plan that will include a
site survey and project rendering. Ideally, the project will be used to gain a better
understanding of Flying Cloud’s construction, operating history, demise and ultimately be used
as a threat assessment. What remains of the Flying Cloud is being pounded by waves along the
Lake Michigan shoreline, near Port Oneida

Ultimately, Breskin hopes to use the resulting NAS PART II project as the basis for a monograph
to be presented at the annual meeting in April 2016 of the North American Society for Oceanic
history in Charleston, SC. That said, the project has both personal and professional
components.

Zylstra will use the report to fulfill the NAS PART II requirements and to gain experience in
preparation for taking related Nautical Archaeology courses at Northwestern Michigan College
in fall 2014.

Flying Cloud was a schooner built in Clayton, NY in the late 1854 * and broke up off Glen Arbor,
MI in 1892.

Tasks:

‐LOGISTICS: PRE‐Takeoff ‐‐Ensure that ready access is available to the site. Do Carry out pre‐
take‐off inventory of survey and personal equipment (lunch/water/sunscreen/hats/gloves)
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‐At SITE, REVIEW work assignments, safety guidelines and survey methodology. Complete
safety pro forma.

‐ ASSSESMENT DRAWING (S): Complete an assessment drawing to determine the relative
position and status of what remains of Flying Cloud. Include measurements of the in‐water
wreck by snorkeling.

‐SITE /WRECK SURVEY: Based on this, and subsequent discussion, the optimum survey
methodology will selected. Prime candidate is the Total Station and using tape measure to take
discrete wreck measurements.

‐PHOTOGRAPH/ARCHIVE SITE/WRECK/AREA

‐Use digital camera to handle same.

‐TAKE GPS/LAT/LONG POSITION

‐Kara McDonald will provide records from the Total Station

‐DETERMINE LANDSIDE LANDMARKS (including possible disarticulated wreck pieces) and
DRAW/PHOTOGRAPH same

‐ASSESS PHYSICAL CONDITION OF WRECK: Do this as part of the threat assessment survey. Take
notes on same.

Assignments/Crew:

Project directors: Ira Breskin/Trenton Zylstra (principal investigators)
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Archaeology Supervisors: Ira Breskin

Recorders: Kara McDonald

Health and Safety: Ira Breskin

Other survey team members:

Ian Cundy, Dr. Mark Holley; Nancy Jaroh and Circe Wilson.

Health and Safety:

Major concern is jagged pieces of wood/metal and wave action that could topple recorders
along the beach and in shallow water.

‐Urgent Care: Sutton Day Medical Clinic:, 93 W. Fourth St,; Sutton’s Bay, MI 231‐271‐5990

‐Hospital: Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital, 7870 W US 2, Manistique, MI 231‐975‐5000

Budget:

Minimal. Survey equipment to be provided by MNC

REQUIRED SURVEY EQUIPMENT:

‐Total Station; at least three tape measures; ruler/measuring sticking, to be included in
photographs for relative distance; survey forms; first aid kit (Kept in car)
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TIME/WEATHER CONSTRAINTS:

‐Arrival at site is expected by 2 pm July 20; (arrival was at 3 pm). Constrains are daylight (about
7 hours) and wind/weather conditions and resultant wave action.

POST SURVEY WORK:

‐conduct post survey briefing with instructors Ian Cundy and Dr. Holley

‐QUICKLY translate data into usable format and transcribe field notes (ideally early Monday
morning)

‐enter Total Station data into CAD database; again, Ian Cundy assistance offered and gladly
accepted.

‐Research ship history

‐Meld survey data/historical research into finished report.
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